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Taking Anatomy & Physiology
to New Heights

Audience
Essentials of Anatomy & Physiology, third edition, is intended for
students in associate degree, certification, and career-training
programs; students in high-school advanced placement classes;
students who are seeking a general education science class; and those
who may not have set foot in a college classroom for many years. The
prose and vocabulary in Essentials of Anatomy & Physiology are
appropriate to serve this broad spectrum of readers.

Keeping in mind that many students are interested in exploring
medical professions, a “Career Spotlight” feature has been included in
every chapter, and references to further career information are found
in appendix B.

Theme
The goal of this book is to help students succeed. Like climbing a
mountain, learning essentials of anatomy and physiology takes place
one step at a time, and, similar to the feeling of exhilaration when one
has arrived at a mountain peak, there is a powerful sense of
achievement upon mastering the knowledge of anatomy and
physiology. The mountain-climbing theme is echoed in visual and
pedagogical features of the book. A base camp on the first page of each
chapter lists key information students need to understand in
preparation for navigating the chapter. Throughout the chapter, there
are milestones that mark progress, such as the Before You Go On
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checkpoints with an image of a climber steadily moving upward. The
study guide at the end of each chapter features a victorious climber on
the summit, a celebration that mirrors the student’s mastery of the
chapter information.

What’s New in the Third
Edition?
The new edition of Essentials of Anatomy & Physiology by Saladin
and McFarland has been significantly updated. A hallmark of previous



editions, according to both students and reviewers, is the exceptionally
clear writing. In this new edition, we continue our commitment to
students, with approachable language and relatable examples and
analogies. We present current, solid scientific information. We have
included numerous updates based on recent, peer-reviewed journal
articles, as well as updated clinical examples and disease statistics. We
have expanded discussions of health and disease to help students
apply concepts of anatomy and physiology to their daily lives.

Updated Science and Enhanced Content
Some examples of updated or new scientific information, as well as
enhanced anatomical and physiological concepts, follow:

Chapter 1—new information about use of PET scans to diagnose
Alzheimer disease
Chapter 3—updated discussion of genomic medicine; new summary
table of features and functions of organelles
Chapter 4—expanded discussion of epithelial functions; new
research on brown and white fat and endocrine functions of adipose
tissue; new Clinical Application and photo of diabetic foot ulcers;
new information on regenerative medicine and stem cells
Chapter 5—updates on pathology and immunotherapy of melanoma
Chapter 6—updates on the endocrine function of bones and their
widespread effects on the body; updates on functions of osteocytes;
new Clinical Application on rickets
Chapter 7—new information on causes of muscle fatigue;
streamlined chapter by omitting minor muscles; expanded
discussion of health benefits of exercise
Chapter 8—expanded discussion of organization of the nervous
system and added a figure; expanded discussion of functions of the
nervous system; added table of functions of neuroglial cells;
expanded explanation of myelin
Chapter 9—new information on meningitis and traumatic brain



injury; updates on the basal nuclei
Chapter 10—added evolutionary perspectives on taste preference
and present-day obesity and comparative, evolutionary perspectives
on the sense of smell; new research on smell and Alzheimer disease
and depression
Chapter 11—new summary tables for pituitary gland hormones and
hormones from other sources; updated discussion of oxytocin;
added new information about leptin
Chapter 12—new summary table of ABO blood group; updated
discussion of research on gene therapy and sickle-cell disease
Chapter 13—updates on the interaction between heart and brain;
streamlined discussion of coronary circulation; updated blood
pressure guidelines
Chapter 14—expanded discussion of microbiome; new research
about neutrophil extracellular traps
Chapter 15—expanded discussion of surfactant and premature
infants; new information about effects of e-cigarettes (vaping) and
smoking marijuana on respiratory health; updated statistics
regarding tobacco cigarette smoking
Chapter 17—updates on enteric nervous system; updates on
rotavirus vaccine and childhood mortality
Chapter 18—updates on sugar consumption in the United States
and obesity
Chapter 19—new information about prostate cancer; new
information on the role the fetus plays in initiating labor
Chapter 20—added new information about the zica virus
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Making Anatomy &
Physiology Intriguing and
Inspiring
Essentials of Anatomy & Physiology crafts the facts of A&P into art
and prose in a way that makes the book exciting and rewarding to
read.

Captivating Art and
Photography
A&P is a highly visual subject; beautiful illustrations pique the
curiosity and desire to learn. Essentials of Anatomy & Physiology’s
illustrations set a new standard in the A&P Essentials market, where
many students regard themselves as visual learners.



Cognitive Skill Building
Essentials of Anatomy & Physiology asks questions that not only test
memory, but also exercise and expand the student’s thinking skills at
multiple levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy of Learning Outcomes. Within
Connect™ there is also the opportunity to assess student
understanding of the Learning Outcomes by leveraging question filters
that allow the curation of custom assignments and efficient reporting
for administrative assessment purposes.
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Expected Learning Outcomes



This book provides a ready-made course outline of course objectives
and means of assessment with its “Expected Learning Outcomes”
presented at the start of each chapter section.

Assess Your Learning Outcomes
The parallel “Assess Your Learning Outcomes” at the end of each
chapter provides a comprehensive overview of key points in the
chapter. Study guide questions sprobe understanding of concepts and
highlight for students what they need to review.

Before You Go On/Apply What
You Know
Intermediate aids such as “Before You Go On” and “Apply What You
Know” provide an easy means for meeting the requirements of an
outcome-driven curriculum and also work to encourage active learning
over passive reading.
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Stimulating Prose
Far more than “just the facts,” Essentials of Anatomy & Physiology’s
narrative style weaves relevant details into an engaging story of human
form and function. Vivid analogies that captivate the imagination
make complex concepts easier to understand.

Figure Legend Questions



Thought questions in many figure legends encourage students to think
analytically about the art, not merely view it. These questions are also
great for in-class discussion.

Building Vocabulary
The plethora of medical terms in A&P is one of a student’s most
daunting challenges. Chapter 1 teaches core principles of how to break
words down into familiar roots, prefixes, and suffixes, making medical
terminology less intimidating while teaching the importance of
precision in spelling (ilium/ileum, malleus/malleolus).

An end-of-book “Glossary” provides clear definitions of the most
important or frequently used terms, and “Appendix D: Biomedical
Word Roots, Prefixes, and Suffixes” defines nearly 400 Greek and
Latin roots, which make up about 90% of today’s medical terms.
Footnoted word origins show how new terms are composed of
familiar word roots.

Pronunciation guides that appear throughout chapters make it
easier to pronounce key terms, and make these words more likely to
be remembered and understood.
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Study Guide
The “Study Guide” at the end of each chapter provides an overview of
key points, as well as a variety of self-testing question formats to
effectively reinforce the material. A student who masters these study
guides should do well on an exam.



Multiple Question Types
“Testing Your Recall” questions check for simple memory of terms
and facts.
The false assertions in “What’s Wrong with These Statements?”
require students to analyze the validity of ideas and to explain or
rephrase each false statement.
“Testing Your Comprehension” questions necessitate insight and
application to clinical and other scenarios.
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Tying It All Together
Base Camp

“Base Camp” lists key concepts from earlier chapters that a student
should know before embarking on the new one, and effectively ties
all chapters together into an integrated whole.



Connective Issues
No organ system functions in isolation. The “Connective Issues”
tool shows how every organ system affects all other body systems,
and generates a more holistic understanding of human function.
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Career Spotlight
“Career Spotlight” features provide a relevant career example in
every chapter with basic information on educational requirements,
and expand student awareness of opportunities in allied health
professions. “Appendix B” refers students to online sources of
further information about 20 career fields and a list of 83 more
health-care career ideas.



Clinical Application

Perspectives on Health

“Clinical Application” essays apply basic science to interesting
issues of health and disease.

“Perspectives on Health” essays make basic science relevant to the
student’s interest in health and disease.



Aging of Body Systems
“Aging of [Body Systems]” is a section within systems chapters that
describes how each organ system changes over time, especially in
old age. This discussion expands anatomical and physiological
understanding beyond the prime of life, and is highly relevant to
patient treatment, since older patients constitute most of the
health-care market.
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Instructors: Student Success
Starts With You
Tools to enhance your unique voice
Want to build your own course? No problem. Prefer to use our
turnkey, prebuilt course? Easy. Want to make changes throughout the
semester? Sure. And you’ll save time with Connect’s auto-grading too.

Study made personal
Incorporate adaptive study resources like SmartBook® 2.0 into your
course and help your students be better prepared in less time. Learn
more about the powerful personalized learning experience available in
SmartBook 2.0 at
www.mheducation.com/highered/connect/smartbook



Affordable solutions, added
value             
Make technology work for you with LMS
integration for single sign-on access, mobile
access to the digital textbook, and reports to
quickly show you how each of your students is
doing. And with our Inclusive Access program
you can provide all these tools at a discount to
your students. Ask your McGraw Hill
representative for more information.
Padlock: Jobalou/Getty Images

Solutions for your challenges  
                 
A product isn’t a solution. Real solutions are
affordable, reliable, and come with training and
ongoing support when you need it and how you

Laptop: McGraw Hill; Woman/dog: George Doyle/Getty Images
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want it. Visit www.supportateverystep.com for
videos and resources both you and your
students can use throughout the semester.
Checkmark: Jobalou/Getty Images

Students: Get Learning That
Fits You
Effective tools for efficient studying
Connect is designed to make you more productive with simple,
flexible, intuitive tools that maximize your study time and meet your
individual learning needs. Get learning that works for you with
Connect.

Study anytime, anywhere
Download the free ReadAnywhere app and access your online eBook
or SmartBook 2.0 assignments when it’s convenient, even if you’re
offline. And since the app automatically syncs with your eBook and
SmartBook 2.0 assignments in Connect, all of your work is available
every time you open it. Find out more at
www.mheducation.com/readanywhere

“I really liked this app—it made it easy to
study when you don't have your textbook in
front of you.”



- Jordan Cunningham, Eastern Washington University

Everything you need in one place
Your Connect course has everything you need—whether reading on
your digital eBook or completing assignments for class, Connect
makes it easy to get your work done.

Learning for everyone
McGraw Hill works directly with Accessibility Services Departments
and faculty to meet the learning needs of all students. Please contact
your Accessibility Services Office and ask them to email
accessibility@mheducation.com, or visit
www.mheducation.com/about/accessibility for more information.

Calendar: owattaphotos/Getty Images

Top: Jenner Images/Getty Images, Left: Hero
Images/Getty Images, Right: Hero Images/Getty Images
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PART 1  Organization of the Body
Chapter

1

The Study of Anatomy and
Physiology



Chapter Outline

A full-body image made
by magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI). MRI is
one of several ways of
viewing the interior of
the body without
surgery.
Simon Fraser/Science Source



1.1 Anatomy—The Structural Basis of Human
Function

1.2 Physiology—Dynamic Processes in the Living
Body

1.3 The Human Body Plan

1.4 The Language of Medicine

Clinical Applications/Perspectives on Health

1.1a The Study of Anatomy
1.1b Examination of the Body
1.1c Techniques of Medical Imaging
1.1d Anatomical Variation

1.2a The Physiological Sciences
1.2b Essential Life Functions
1.2c Homeostasis and Feedback
1.2d Physiological Variation

1.3a Levels of Human Structure
1.3b Anatomical Position
1.3c Anatomical Planes
1.3d Major Body Regions
1.3e Body Cavities and Membranes
1.3f Organ Systems

1.4a Analyzing Medical Terms
1.4b Singular and Plural Forms
1.4c Directional Terminology

Clinical Application 1.1: Men in the Oven
Clinical Application 1.2: Peritonitis
Perspectives on Health
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End of Chapter

No branch of science hits as close to home as the science
of our own bodies. We’re grateful for the dependability of our
hearts, we’re awed by the capabilities of joints and muscles
displayed by athletes, and we are curious about the mysteries
of mind and emotion. We want to know how our body works,
and when it malfunctions, we want to know what’s happening
and what we can do about it. In recent decades, scientists have
revealed a wealth of information about our bodies, but
fascination with the science of the body is nothing new. Ancient
texts and art are testaments to humanity’s timeless quest to
know and heal the body and mind.

This book introduces the essentials of human structure and
function. It will give you a deeper understanding of the healthy
body, as well as accurate, up-to-date insights into disease
processes. The disciplines of anatomy and physiology are
fundamental to health-care professionals, as well as to those
who study human performance, fitness, and nutrition. Beyond
that, however, the study of anatomy and physiology provides a
deeply satisfying sense of self-understanding.

Career Spotlight: Radiologic Technologist
Study Guide

Module 1 Body
Orientation
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In this chapter, we introduce the disciplines of anatomy and
physiology. We discuss criteria that define life and consider a
core concept called homeostasis, a vital process necessary for
maintaining life. We look at the body’s general structural plan
and levels of organization. Finally, because one of the greatest
challenges to beginning students is to master vocabulary
associated with anatomy and physiology, we end the chapter
with tools to help you effectively learn and use the language of
the body.

1.1  Anatomy—The Structural
Basis of Human Function

Expected Learning Outcomes
When you have completed this section, you should
be able to

Anatomy is the study of the structure of the body, with an
emphasis on how it relates to function. Physiology is the study
of dynamic processes in the living body. The two disciplines are very

a. define anatomy and physiology;
b. describe some of the subfields of human anatomy;
c. explain the importance of dissection;
d. describe some methods of examining a living patient;
e. discuss the principles and applications of some

medical imaging methods; and
f. discuss the significance of variations in human

anatomy.



much intertwined, and both are necessary to understand the totality of
the body.

1.1a  The Study of Anatomy
There are many approaches to the study of human anatomy, both in
research for the purposes of discovery and understanding, and in
clinical settings for diagnosis and treatment. Gross anatomy is
structure visible to the naked eye, either by surface observation or
dissection. Ultimately, though, body functions result from individual
cells. To see those, we usually take tissue samples, thinly slice and
stain them, and observe them under the microscope. This approach is
called histology.  Histopathology is the microscopic examination of
tissues for signs of disease.

Surface anatomy is the external structure of the body, and is
especially important in conducting a physical examination of a patient.
Systemic anatomy is the study of one organ system at a time; this is
the approach taken by introductory textbooks such as this one.
Regional anatomy is the study of multiple organ systems at the
same time in a given region of the body, such as the head or chest.
Medical schools and anatomical atlases typically teach anatomy from
this perspective, because it is more logical to dissect all structures of
the head and neck, the chest, or a limb, than to try to dissect the entire
digestive system, then the cardiovascular system, and so forth.
Dissecting one system almost inevitably destroys organs of other
systems that stand in the way.

Apply What You Know
Do you think that a surgeon thinks more in terms of
systemic anatomy or regional anatomy? Explain your
answer.
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You can study human anatomy from an atlas; yet, as fascinating and
valuable as anatomy atlases are, they teach almost nothing but the
locations, appearances, and names of structures. This book is much
different; it deals with what biologists call functional morphology
—not simply describing structures but also analyzing how they
function.

Functional morphology draws heavily on comparative anatomy,
the study of more than one species. Such comparisons reveal
similarities and differences, highlight evolutionary trends, and clarify
structure–function relationships. Often, human structure makes sense
only when we compare it to the structure of other animals. The human
pelvis, for example, has a unique bowl-shaped configuration that can
be best understood by comparison with animals such as a chimpanzee,
whose pelvis is adapted to walking on four legs rather than two.

1.1b  Examination of the Body
There are many ways to examine the body, the simplest of which is
inspection—simply looking at the surface as physicians do during a
physical examination. A deeper understanding depends on
dissection —carefully cutting and separating tissues to reveal
relationships between structures. The word anatomy  literally means
“cutting apart.” Historically, the study of anatomy relied on dissections
of dead human bodies, or cadavers,  to accurately map the human
body. Cadaver dissection remains an essential part of the training of
many health-science students.

Dissection, of course, is not the method of choice when
examining a living patient! Some additional methods of clinical
examination include the following:
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Palpation  is feeling structures with the fingertips, such as
palpating a swollen lymph node or taking a pulse.
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Auscultation  (AWS-cul-TAY-shun) is listening to the natural7
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1.1c  Techniques of Medical
Imaging
It was once common to diagnose disorders through exploratory
surgery—opening the body and taking a look inside to see what was
wrong. Most exploratory surgery has been replaced by imaging
techniques that allow physicians to see inside the body without
cutting, posing much less risk to the patient. Medical imaging methods
are called noninvasive if they involve no penetration of the skin or
body orifices. Invasive techniques may entail inserting ultrasound
probes into the esophagus, vagina, or rectum to get closer to the organ
to be imaged, or injecting substances into the bloodstream or body
passages to enhance image clarity.

Anatomy students today must be acquainted with the basic methods of
imaging and their advantages and limitations. Many images in this
book have been produced by the following techniques. Most of these
methods produce black and white images; those in the book are
colorized to enhance detail or for esthetic appeal.

Radiography (fig. 1.1a, b) is the process of photographing
internal structures with X-rays, a form of high-energy radiation.
The term X-ray also applies to a photograph (radiograph) made by
this method. X-rays are absorbed by dense structures such as bone,

sounds made by the body, such as heart and lung sounds.
Percussion is tapping on the body and listening to the sound for
signs of abnormalities such as pockets of fluid or air.
Medical imaging includes methods of viewing the inside of the
body without surgery. Anatomy learned in this way is called
radiologic anatomy, and those who use radiologic methods for
clinical purposes include radiologists and radiologic
technologists (see Career Spotlight at the end of the chapter).



teeth, and tumors, which produce a lighter image than soft tissues.
Radiography is commonly used in dentistry; mammography;
diagnosis of fractures; and examination of the digestive, respiratory,
and urinary tracts. Some disadvantages of radiography are that images
of overlapping organs can be confusing; slight differences in tissue
density are not detected well; and, although the risk of harm is very
low, X-rays can potentially cause mutations and cancer.





FIGURE 1.1  Radiologic
Images of the Head. (a) An X-
ray (radiograph) of the head. (b)
A colorized cerebral angiogram,
made by injecting a substance
opaque to X-rays into the
circulation and then taking an
X-ray of the head to visualize the
blood vessels. (c) A CT scan of



Computed tomography  (the CT scan) (fig. 1.1c) is a more
sophisticated application of X-rays. The patient is moved through a
ring-shaped machine that emits low-intensity X-rays on one side and
receives them with a detector on the opposite side. A computer
analyzes signals from the detector and produces an image of a “slice”
of the body about as thin as a coin. CT scanning has the advantage of
imaging thin sections of the body, so there is little organ overlap and
the image is much sharper than a conventional X-ray. CT scanning is
useful for identifying tumors, aneurysms, cerebral hemorrhages,
kidney stones, and other abnormalities.

the head at the level of the eyes.
(d) An MRI scan of the head at
the level of the eyes. The optic
nerves appear in red and the
muscles that move the eyes in
green. (e) A PET scan of the
brain of an unmedicated
schizophrenic patient. Red areas
indicate regions of high
metabolic rate. In this patient,
the visual center of the brain (at
bottom of photo) was especially
active.
a: ©U.H.B. Trust/Tony Stone
Images/Getty Images; b: Zephyr/
Science Source; c: Miriam
Maslo/Science Source; d: UHB
Trust/Getty Images e:
ISM/Sovereign/Medical Images

? Why is a PET scan
considered invasive,
whereas MRI is
noninvasive?

Answer
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Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (fig. 1.1d) is better than CT
for visualizing soft tissues. The patient lies in either a tube or an open-
sided scanner with a powerful electromagnet. Hydrogen atoms in the
patient’s tissues alternately align themselves with this magnetic field
and with a radio-frequency field turned on and off by the technologist.
These changes in hydrogen alignment generate signals that are
analyzed by computer to produce an anatomical image. MRI can “see”
clearly through the skull and spine to produce images of the nervous
tissue within, and it is better than CT for distinguishing between soft
tissues such as the white and gray matter of the brain. It has some
disadvantages, however, such as the claustrophobic feeling some
patients experience in the scanner, and long exposure times that
prevent sharp images being made of the constantly moving stomach
and intestines. Functional MRI (fMRI) is a form of MRI that visualizes
moment-to-moment changes in tissue function. fMRI scans of the
brain, for example, show shifting patterns of activity as the brain
applies itself to a specific task. This method has been very useful in
clarifying which parts of the brain are involved in emotions, thought,
language, sensation, and movement.

Positron emission tomography (the PET scan) (fig. 1.1e) is
used to assess the metabolic state of a tissue and to distinguish
which areas are most active. It uses an injection of radioactively
labeled glucose to highlight which tissues are most actively consuming
energy at the moment of the scan. In cardiology, for example, PET
scans can show the extent of tissue death from a heart attack. Because
damaged tissue consumes little or no glucose, it appears dark. PET
scans are widely used to diagnose cancer and evaluate tumor status. It
is now possible to diagnose Alzheimer disease using PET scans. Until
recently, a definitive diagnosis required analysis of brain tissue after
death. Diagnosing living people with PET scans makes earlier
diagnosis possible, potentially leading to more effective management
of the disease. The PET scan is an example of nuclear medicine—
the use of radioisotopes to treat disease or to form diagnostic images
of the body.
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Sonography  (fig. 1.2) uses a handheld device placed firmly against
the skin; it emits high-frequency ultrasound and receives signals
reflected back from internal organs. Sonography avoids the harmful
effects of X-rays, and the equipment is relatively inexpensive and
portable. It also is very useful for imaging motion, such as operation of
the heart valves, ejection of blood from the heart, and fetal
movements. It is the method of choice in obstetrics, where the image
(sonogram) can be used to locate the placenta and evaluate fetal age,
position, and development. Echocardiography is the sonographic
examination of the beating heart. The primary disadvantages of
sonography are that it does not produce a very sharp image and it
cannot penetrate bone.
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FIGURE 1.2  Sonography. (a) Producing a
sonogram. (b) Three-dimensional sonogram of
a fetus at 32 weeks of gestation.
a: Kevin Brofsky/Getty Images; b: ©Ken Saladin

? Why is this procedure safer
than radiography for fetal
assessment?
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1.1d  Anatomical Variation
A quick look around any classroom is enough to show that no two
humans look exactly alike; on close inspection, even identical twins
exhibit differences. Anatomy atlases and textbooks can easily give you
the impression that everyone’s internal anatomy is the same, but this
simply is not true. Someone who thinks that all human bodies are the
same internally would be a very confused medical student or an
incompetent surgeon. Books such as this one teach only the most
common structural patterns—the anatomy seen in approximately 70%
or more of people.

Some people completely lack certain organs. For example, most of us
have a palmaris longus muscle in the forearm, but not everyone does.
Most of us have one spleen, but some people have two. Most have two
kidneys, but some have only one. Figure 1.3 shows some common
variations in human anatomy, and Perspectives on Health (in section
1.2) describes a particularly dramatic variation.

Answer


